Protect Your Investment with GAP

Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP)
For Acura and Other Vehicles
RECEIVE TOTAL-LOSS PROTECTION

In the unfortunate event of theft or total loss of your vehicle, you could be surprised by your financial responsibility for that vehicle. Acura Care® Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP) can pay the difference between what you owe your lender and what your auto insurance covers.

That’s why **Acura Care GAP** from Acura Financial Services™ is so important.

**Acura Care GAP can:**

- Protect new and pre-owned Acura vehicles, Acura Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles and other new and pre-owned non-Acura vehicles.
- Protect vehicles up to 10 years old.
- Provide a maximum benefit of $50,000.
- Cover your insurance deductible up to $1,000.*
Acura Care GAP can protect you from having to pay unanticipated expenses.

HOW ACURA CARE GAP WORKS:
Ultimately, what’s not covered could add up to thousands of dollars in unexpected costs for you.

Above graph is for illustrative purposes only. Please see your Acura Care GAP contract waiver or policy for complete details.

Acura Care GAP can protect you from having to pay unanticipated expenses.

HOW TO PURCHASE ACURA CARE GAP:
When financing your Acura or other pre-owned vehicle through Acura Financial Services,** Acura Care GAP can be included in your monthly car payment or paid as a one-time fee.

Ask your Acura dealer how Acura Care GAP from Acura Financial Services can protect your investment today!

*Coverage varies by state. Acura Care GAP is not available in New York. Insurance deductible coverage may be limited by state. Please refer to your Acura Care GAP contract waiver or policy for details.

**or any other financial institution (depending on your state).
This brochure is intended as an outline of the Acura Care GAP Program. The exact coverage provided is determined by the terms, conditions and exclusions of the contract waiver or policy as issued. For exact terms and conditions, please consult the Acura Care GAP contract waiver or policy. The information on the Acura Care GAP chart is for illustrative purposes only.